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Venue – Schloss Wahn

Castle Wahn - today reconstructed in the style of late Barock (architect

Johann Georg Leydel, 18th century)

- originally built as Wasserburg in 1358 as the possession of the Revelen

family
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Schloss Wahn: What can you find here?

• Vestibül: A wide sandstone staircase with an elaborate balustrade

and open fireplace, leads to the salon rooms.

• Gartensaal: The heart of the castle stands for a garden, with a

staircase and a terrace to the castle park. The oldest room of

Schloss Wahn with oil paintings originally from the 18th century.

• Chinesisches Zimmer: A room decorated in the Chinese style of

Rococo

• Refektorium: A salon room equipped with a marble fireplace and

historical oil paintings.

• Pompejanisches Zimmer: A salon furnished in the style of

neoclassicism

• Musikzimmer: A salon with historical furniture.

• Wiener Zimmer: A room designed for smaller events, historically

furnished
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Lunch/Dinner



Lunch/Dinner

Restaurant Eltzhof - formerly known as Paulshof, since 1835 owned by

the landlords from Schloss Wahn, Family Eltz-Rübenach; reconstructed

and opened in 2004.

- lunch menu here (not covered by the organizer); choose every day by 11

am

7
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Lunch/Dinner

Possibility for nice weddings: all in one

8



Scientific topics



Why “Footpoint”?

AGN unified model:

• =base of the jet

• X-ray community: corona?
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Why “Footpoint”?

• highly collimated streams of ionised plasma moving at relativistic

velocities

• effects of special relativity (superluminal motion)

• different jet launching mechanisms, BUT magnetic field always

relevant

• presence of a black hole not quite necessary (young stars, protostars

→ Herbig-Haro objects)
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Why “Footpoint”?

Blandford-Znajek process (BZ 77)

• particles from the inner

accretion disc,

• accelerated via the kinetic

energy converted from the

electromagnetic energy in the

ergosphere via the Penrose

process,

• narrower base, faster

Blandford-Payne process (BP 82)

• particles accelerated

centrifugally via the magnetic

field anchored in the accretion

disc,

• slower, wide-angle outflow

Figure 1:
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Why “Footpoint”?

Some history

• M87 (Vir A, NGC 4486): first jet source detected

• Discovered in 1918 by Herber Curtis (M87): “a curious straight ray

lies in a gap in the nebulosity in p.a. 20 deg, apparently connected

with the nucleus by a thin line of matter. The ray is brightest at its

inner end, which is 11 arcsec, from the nucleus...”

• Baade & Minkowski (1954): M87 is optical counterpart of strong

radio source: “The interpretation which suggests itself is that the jet

was formed by ejection from the nucleus and that the [OII] line is

emitted by a part of the material which forms the jet and is still very

close to, if not still inside the nucleus.”
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Why “Footpoint”?

Some history

• M87 (Vir A, NGC 4486): first jet source detected

• Baade detects optical polarization (1956), resolves the jet plus

three inner condensations

• polarization degree of ∼ 30%, interpreted by synchrotron radiation

(hints on the role of magnetic fields)

• Hiltner (1959) obtained the polarization vector map of M87 jet “no

significant polarization was observed in M87 except in the jet”
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Why Sgr A* and M87?

Exciting opportunities to test strong-field GR thanks to Event Horizon

Telescope and VLTI GRAVITY

Figure 2: Taken from Psaltis 2008.
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Why Sgr A* and M87?

Hot accretion flows (Yuan & Narayan 2014) – geometrically thick,

optically thin (not Shakura-Sunyaev disc)

Figure 3: Taken from Yuan & Narayan 2014.
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Why Sgr A* and M87?

Hot accretion flows ←→ Thin, optically thick disc

Can the transition be understood in terms of the hardness–luminosity

diagram (“turtle”)? See Svoboda+2017.

Figure 4: Taken from Fender, Belloni, Gallo (2004) and Sera Markoff. 18



Scientific topics

• jet launching mechanism: theory, simulations, and observations,

• low-luminosity accretion flows,

• VLBI observations of Sgr A*, M87, and other galactic

nuclei+multiwavelength campaigns (X-ray-infrared-mm/radio

domains),

• nuclear outflows, feedback and galaxy evolution,

• interaction of stars and clusters with nuclear inflows/outflows,

• Neutron stars in the Galactic centre: missing pulsar problem,

searching, dynamics

• Special: Dusty S-cluster Object – towards solving the problem

19
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